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Checkin
The essence of theatre training to me is best
captured by the words of Samuel Beckett. I first
read them on a small plaque in a theatre lobby
in my hometown. I remember reading those
bronzed words before I knew who Beckett was
(I think I was 8), but that didn’t matter, they
served their purpose as inspiration and have since
stayed with me.
Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better.
These words speak to the benefits of putting forth effort—regardless of any
immediate tangible success—and growing as an artist. They suggest that the
process of training, pass or fail, can hold greater benefit than the product.
By embracing practice, we improve—and if nothing else, we know something
new about ourselves.
This issue of All Stages scans the landscape of theatre training in our province.
It is by no means exhaustive, but our hope is that it will encourage, highlight
opportunities, and inspire.
This coming summer, through Artstrek and Dramaworks, Theatre Alberta is very
proud to offer theatre training opportunities to almost any Albertan (over 12
years of age). Artstrek continues a five decades strong tradition of bringing
professional quality instruction to Alberta teens—where one generation has
inspired the next. Our play of study this year is Unity (1918): a Governor
General’s Award winning work by Artstrek alumnus Kevin Kerr. For Dramaworks,
we are excited to be returning to The Citadel Theatre where our focus will be
giving adult theatre practitioners of all skill levels an opportunity to take
‘the next step’ alongside their provincial colleagues—train, learn, and grow.
Readers can find information about this summer's Dramaworks on page 3.
In this issue Julie Sinclair takes stock of the training opportunities available
to adult amateur theatre participants with Making Hay While the Sun Shines.
We take a look at the changes coming to Alberta’s K-12 education system in
Curriculum Redesign. In Foils, we feature two fantastically unique insights
on training: Stephanie Wolfe gives us perspectives on conservatory and
liberal arts schools with Both Sides of the Coin and Andy Curtis shares his
approach to DIY Theatre. Paul Welch details Third Street Theatre’s artist
mentorship through the creation of This is How I Left, in The Process.
Fight Directors Canada Academy Director Paul Gélineau tells us why
Fighting in Schools is a Great Thing. In Q2Q, Scott Peters, our Technical
Editor, speaks to IASTSE 212 about their new Calgary training facility.
In our editorial feature, Nicholas Hanson urges us to reconsider our use
of the word training. And, in Ah Ha! Dramatic Epiphanies, Albertans share
their theatre training discoveries; professionals and high school drama
students alike recount the impactful results of theatre training.
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Training

Joe-Norman Shaw
Co-Founder/Studio Director of Company of
Rogues Actors’ Studio, Calgary.
All Stages spoke with Joe Norman Shaw, a Calgary based actor and theatre
educator, about his background, his thoughts on teaching actors, and the
training available through the Company of Rogues Studio. The Studio offers
classes to actors of all skill levels with a focus on authentic performance
rooted in truthful human behavior and true emotion.

What theatre training have you received?
I attended the University of Guelph in the ‘70s and later received
my MFA from the University of Calgary. After my undergrad I
studied in studio classes (similar to my own studio now) with
great people like Marti Maraden, David Rotenberg, Michelle George,
and Bernadette Jones, and was greatly influenced by director Tom
Bentley Fisher. I was an apprentice at the Shaw Festival where we
received voice and movement training, and spent two seasons at
Stratford. My undergrad gave me a broad background in all aspects
of theatre but it was studio classes that honed my acting skills/
technique and developed my directing/teaching chops.
What’s the best piece of advice you were given by an instructor
or mentor?
James Blendick at Stratford said, “Make sure you have a real life
outside the theatre: you need balance and you will draw on the
authenticity of that real life to create truthful work.”
What made you want to teach others?
I was in a peer group feedback class at Theatreworks in Toronto.
I liked giving the feedback to my peers and people seemed to find
it valuable. Also, I got tired of seeing people onstage who were
not really talking to each other but talking at each other. This
frustration made me want to teach. I also started to direct a few
small things and it was an extension of that.
Where did the idea to start an actors’ studio in Calgary
come from?
The Company of Rogues Actors’ Studio was originally started in
Vancouver in 1993 with my wife, Christiane Hirt, who is a film
actor. We wanted to take control of our own creative lives and we
were inspired to build a creative home for actors where they could
continue to evolve their craft. We had taught at another studio
for a couple of years, but decided we wanted to do things our
own way. When Christiane was cast in the role of Hannah Peale
on the Lonesome Dove series, shot in Alberta, we moved here and
opened the Calgary studio in 1996.
The real beginning though was on our honeymoon on the Oregon
Coast, when we started dreaming about what we would create
together – an acting studio, producing films, and theatre. While in
a little pub I saw a sign for Rogue Ales and came up with the name
Company of Rogues – an ensemble of individual creative artists.
2
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Joe-Norman Shaw.
Supplied.

Can you tell us about the Rogues philosophy for training actors?
At Rogues we offer balanced training in both stage and film.
We think this is unique. The emphasis is on authentic performance
– acting truthfully. We feel that our work applies to all mediums,
and creates a great foundation for the actor to build upon.
We believe in acting as an art and we encourage the evolution
of a deeply personal acting process for those that train with us.
The Company of Rogues offers training to students of different
ages with varied experience levels. What would you say are the
advantages to working this way?
More experienced actors can set an example for the newer actors,
while the new actors bring an excitement that comes with the
discovery of their passion. Also, different levels of life experience
and age appropriate casting makes for better scene work. This view
of the human experience at different phases of life can feed into
deepening the humanity and the authenticity of the exploration
of character. So you might have a mother/daughter scene cast
at the right ages, bringing their life experience to that creative
situation. Often in theatre school you end up with 20 year olds
playing mature characters; while there is some value in this, I’m
not sure it prepares you for the things you might actually be cast
in professionally.
Rogues has recently expanded by opening a Vancouver studio.
What are the company’s plans for the future?
For now, Rogues in Calgary will continue to offer our full and part
time programs, while in Vancouver, Christiane Hirt will be offering
some dynamic programs at our new venture – Rogues Actors' Studio
West. We are excited to bring the Rogues tradition to the coast.
www.rogueswest.ca
www.corogues.com

Training

All Stages asked Alberta theatre
practitioners to share their ‘Ah
Ha Moments’ – discoveries that
resulted from theatre training. They
responded in kind with heartfelt
memories and significant moments
of impactful realization. It is worth
noting that each of these divergent
epiphanies shares the common
thread of being the product of
wisdom and guidance from a mentor,
teacher, or fellow artist.

Everything is Real

Miss Anderson

Natalie Gauthier,
Rosebud/Calgary

Val Lieske, Calgary

In year three of my four years at
Rosebud School of the Arts, I was on
Rosebud Theatre’s main stage for the
first time. We were rehearsing The
Gifts of the Magi and Rosebud Artistic
Director Morris Ertman was trying to
bring me alive in the moment: that
right-here-right-now kind of abandon
that makes compelling theatre. He
pointed at a newspaper I’d just
stepped over. It wasn’t supposed to
be there, so I had pretended it didn’t
exist. “That newspaper is real. You
can’t pretend it’s not there. What
does it do to you? Everything is
real.” And suddenly it was!

Describing these moments and
putting these experiences to paper
is not an easy task, and so we thank
those who contributed for sharing
them with our readers. ~ Ed.

First day of junior high. First ‘real’
drama class. It is in the basement
– a small windowless room between
the outdated gymnasium change
rooms and the boiler room. It is dark
(it is actually painted black), weird,
it smells funny, and the noises from
the boiler room sound like junior
high students being held against
their will… I sit on the cold chair
with my brand new Duo-Tang full of
lined paper on my lap. I see racks
of clothing against the wall – hats
and shoes and masks. Although I
didn’t know what it was then, the
smell of grease paint permeates
the air. Everyone is strangely quiet
for a bunch of drama kids; we are
nervous in this new environment.
And then she walks in. I know her
name is Miss Anderson from my class
schedule. Miss Anderson… seems
benign enough. But nothing prepares
me for her. She is large in every way.
Her voice, her presence, her stature
fill the space immediately. She is
terrifying and mesmerizing. She
commands attention. She has mine
and doesn’t lose it for three years.
In that moment I know I am in the
right place. Maybe I even know this
will change my life forever. Perhaps,
on some level, I know I am home.

For the Love of it
Tyler Reinhold, Calgary

Natalie Gauthier in Rosebud Theatre's 2011
production of The Gifts of the Magi.
Photo Credit: Kelsey Krogman.
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My ‘Ah Ha Moment’ arrived through
the words of Joe-Norman Shaw, of
Company of Rogues Actors' Studio:
“The best thing you can do for
yourself is love the audition. Years
from now, once you’re out of class
and pursuing a career, an audition
might be the only opportunity you
get to act for a month or even longer.
If you can learn to love that audition
as a place to act, not only will you
book more work, but you’ll have
already made it. That’s what we’re in
it for. The love of it.” Once I realized
that, I saw my love and experience
with acting grow exponentially.

Training
Emotional Undercurrent

Chain Reaction

Dumb Ol' C

Russell Thomas, Wood Buffalo

Dale MacDonald, Edmonton

Amy Shostak, Edmonton

It was 2000, and Tom Peacocke was
at Keyano Theatre in Fort McMurray
directing Death of a Salesman.
Former Theatre Alberta board
member Douglas Abel was playing
Willy Loman and I had been cast as
Biff. It was our first “run for lights”
when I discovered the emotional
undercurrent of the character in a way
that was deeply moving. I couldn’t
speak for several minutes when that
run was over. It was Tom who helped
me get to that beautiful place and
encouraged me to keep exploring
throughout the run of the production.

Michael Kennard's movement
class at the University of Alberta
challenged my classmates and me in
ways I can't quite put into words.
One lesson: we were working on
completing a forward roll while
balancing a book on one hand.
One by one I watched us fail.
Finally, a friend of mine completed
the roll book in hand. The smile
that ran across her face is engrained
in my mind forever because her
‘Ah Ha Moment’ lead to my own…
I realized then that I wanted my
life's work to be guiding people into
that moment of beautiful epiphany.

The worst mark I ever received was
a C, and what's worse, it was in a
drama class – my selected major.
It was a Shakespearian acting class
with David Barnet at the University
of Alberta. I slogged through
soliloquies, scoffed at text work,
and had a terrible time. The only
note I kept receiving was, “Have
more fun.” Have more fun is the
most frustrating note in the world
to receive. “How!?” I raged.

A Moment of Honesty
Jody Brimacombe, Calgary

Susan Millar, Sam Charles, and Russell
Thomas in Keyano Theatre's 2000 production
of Death of a Salesman.
Supplied.

Inspired

There are certain things you think
about when you’re sitting in the
back of the theatre, headphones
wedged in your ears, waiting for the
show to begin. One piece of advice
that always seems to stick with me is
something that my drama instructor
at Western Canada High School
Caitlin Gallichan-Lowe once said
to the cast before our production
of Macbeth: "Theatre isn't just
entertaining. Theatre is honesty and
having the guts to say the truth.
I don't care if the audience hates the
show; I care if the audience is still
thinking about what it means five
days from now.”

Savannah Essington, Beaumont
I have always had a passion for
drama but it was the late, great
Keith Ewasiuk who instilled in me a
passion to teach it. When Mr. E cast
me as the lead in Annie Get Your
Gun at École Secondaire Beaumont
Composite High School, he saw in
this shy girl a confidence she did
not necessarily see in herself.
Mr. E called me out – on my failure
to enunciate and for standing like a
deer in headlights when I forgot my
lines – but he also taught me to be
brave, to believe in myself, and to be
a great teacher.

Years later, David acknowledged
that during the class he had given
up on me. I now understand, he
didn’t believe I could be a performer
because I took no joy from the work.
Today, my number one goal on stage
is to make sure the experience is
satisfying for me, so it can also be
for my audience.

Amy Shostak and Arlen Konopaki perform at
Rapid Fire Theatre's Improvaganza.
Supplied.

Leif Wester, Samuel Jurisic, Bryan McNair,
and Jody Brimacombe in the 2011 Western
Canada High School production of Macbeth.
Photo Credit: Quinn Campbell.
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MAKING HAY WHILE
THE SUN SHINES
Training and the adult amateur theatre artist: opportunities and challenges

BY JULIE SINCLAIR
Alberta was enjoying a beautiful September
day: sunshine, blue skies, a light breeze.
But Theo Thirsk knew things could change
quickly—it was Alberta, after all. Theo was
on a mission to get his canola crop off
the field in order to make it to Banff for
PlayWorks Ink 2013 – a biennial theatre
conference presented by Theatre Alberta
and Alberts Playwrights' Network.
Theo, a regional director for the Big Valley
region of the Alberta Drama Festival
Association (ADFA), takes every opportunity
he can to take classes and workshops—
whether through Theatre Alberta or one of
several community theatres he’s involved
with in the Kelsey/Camrose area. “I don’t
act. Don’t direct. Don’t sing or dance,” Theo
stated. So, I was surprised that he was one
of my sketch partners in Chris Craddock’s
improv breakout session at PlayWorks
Ink. “But,” Theo adds, “I pretty well do
everything else in the theatre. I go to these

Julie Sinclair and Yanit Terefe at PlayWorks Ink 2013.
Photo Credit: Aaron Talbot.

other workshops—whether it’s voice or set
building or acting or directing, just to put
them all together. Because you have to
know what’s going on in the other areas.”
Cliff Cameron is of similar mind. Cliff has
been involved with High River’s Windmill
Theatre Players (WTP) for 25 years and is
the past president of the ADFA. “I have a
high stress profession. I do theatre for fun,
but when I’m standing up on that stage I
want to feel good; I want to be confident.
So for me, I like taking the training
because it helps me be better at what I’m
trying to do.”
Celia Penman (also of WTP and a past
ADFA board member), while not denying
the benefits of training, says that in
her experience some people who are
participating in amateur theatre to escape
either high stress jobs or the routine of
their daily lives don’t necessarily want
formal training—they just want to do
“what comes naturally.” Celia observes,
“We all get training through involvement.
Everyone has some insights to share.
Enthusiasm and a willingness to learn and
participate are always important.” Celia
says that training certainly isn’t expected
at WTP, but if there is interest expressed
by members, WTP will either organize a
workshop or help pay for participants to
attend one.
The ADFA and Alberta Playwrights’ Network
(APN) also offer mentorship opportunities.
During the 2012/13 season, APN partnered
with the ADFA to help expand APN
programs. APN offered a prize package for
the Outstanding New Play category at all
ten regional ADFA festivals. At last season’s
festivals six regions met the eligibility for
this category: having at least two new
original plays. The prize consisted of a
one-year membership to APN and a
submission to APN’s ACT ONE program,

where the winner received one-on-one
feedback, support, and analysis through
two drafts of their new play from a
professional dramaturg. APN also offered
a playwriting workshop for all the creative
participants who brought their winning
regional show to the provincial festival.
APN Artistic Associate Tracy Carroll says a
similar plan is in place for the 2014 ADFA
festival season.
Not unlike growing canola, finding and
participating in workshops can require
somewhat of a pioneering spirit but there
are rewards to be reaped at every turn.
Julie Sinclair is an Edmonton based actor and
vocalist who has performed throughout Alberta
and BC’s lower mainland. She is the co-creator of
The Colander Gals, which premiered at the 2012
Edmonton Fringe and subsequently toured to
locations around Alberta. She sings with the jazz
ensemble Joy Spring, and plays a mean kazoo.

Here are some links to organizations
that provide training opportunities for
amateur artists:
Theatre Alberta:
www.theatrealberta.com
Alberta Playwrights' Network:
www.albertaplaywrights.com
Alberta Drama Festival Association:
www.adfa.ca
Alberta Foundation for the
Arts’ Newswire:
www.affta.ab.ca (Click ‘Newswire’ from
the ‘Arts in Alberta’ menu tab.)
Calgary’s Alliance of Community
Theatres:
www.calgary-acts.com
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The Process
ostracized one another, or craved to belong to a certain group. It
was highly personal and intimate. This process—called priming—
set the stage for a wonderful approach to theatre creation, and our
ensemble of artists met every challenge they were to receive.
Once we were sufficiently primed for the work, we began our
writing process with a series of guided meditations. We had no
idea what our story would be, or where the journey would take us.
Everything was discovery. These guided meditations lead the artists
through sensory explorations, and soon images began to form—a
shield, an orca breaking the water, a minotaur-like creature—so we
investigated their meanings in spirituality, religion, and mythology.

BY PAUL WELCH
Paul Welch, founding Artistic Director of Calgary’s Third Street
Theatre, recounts the innovative process of the Queer Theatre
Creation Ensemble through the creation of its inaugural piece, This
is How I Left—with an outline of training methods, mentorship, and
artist development. Third Street Theatre is dedicated to the positive
promotion of queer culture, stories, and voices on our stages.
When we formed Third Street Theatre in 2012, Artistic Producer
Jonathan Bower and I knew we wanted our inaugural endeavour to
be the development of a Queer Theatre Creation Ensemble. We had
no set agenda, goal, vision, storyline, or theme. All we had were
questions: What angers us? What excites us? What are our hopes,
dreams, and fears? We assembled a team of artists and posed these
questions to the ensemble with the intention of creating a piece of
queer theatre—identifying and addressing issues facing the LGBTQ
community—that was truly reflective of the here and now.

Eventually, through the meditations, characters emerged. We
presented scenarios to these characters, which allowed them to
explore and respond to their environments. This work was done
independently, as I felt it prudent that the characters be allowed
to form on their own rather than in relationship to another artist’s
work. I didn’t want to run the risk of having power dynamics come
into play, by having one artist assert their vision onto another.
As the next phase of creation, we tasked the Ensemble with writing
assignments to provide us with rich content: letters to a lost one, a
journal entry, a private moment shared. We brought the characters
into the room, challenging them to see and talk to us—to explore
their lives—and through various tools they discovered powerful,
private moments in their histories.
I provided a deck of energy fractal art cards and, as an exercise,
had the artists pick the card they were most drawn to and speak
to the group about what they saw. I fed them questions and
their responses deepened the raw material. We read the formal
interpretation of the cards… and goose bumps would emerge.
It had no logical basis—yet it made sense.

Third Street Theatre's mandate includes a heavy focus on the
mentorship and development of the skill-sets of queer and queerminded talent. As such, we provide the Queer Theatre Creation
Ensemble with an intensive experience for participants to be
challenged and explore the craft of storytelling in theatre.
To begin, the 2012/13 Creation Ensemble received specialized
training: I taught Laban technique and Val Campbell of the
University of Calgary taught Authentic Movement. Additionally,
we exposed the artists to informative sessions with special guests
where they learned effective interview skills, were educated about
the transgendered community from local activists, and had the
opportunity for critical discussion pertaining to the nature of
dynamic, authentic storytelling. Throughout the research, creation,
and rehearsal process, we referred to and integrated these newly
learned skills, allowing for full immersion into a specialized,
creative, and educational creation experience.
We attuned our artists to what we felt were major themes present
in the queer community: shame, identity, and belonging. We
explored stereotypes and gender, and challenged each other to
clarify and deepen how we were articulating our thoughts. Through
group exercises, we strove to identify moments when we have
actively shamed others, which led to discussions on what those
moments felt like and how reparations could be made. We shared
experiences of casual or active shaming, of when we had actively
8
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Clockwise from top left: Alyssa Bradac, Conrad Belau, Kyall Rakoz, and Lindie
Last present cue card videos in reharsal.
Photo Credit: Jonathan Brower.

The Process
and let them fly. Ultimately, this would lead to the source for
most of our dialogue, which was quirky, heart-felt, surprising, and
beautifully real.
After six weeks of exploration, our intuitions led us to a tangible
story of real characters with real needs and intentions. We spent
considerable time discussing the challenges, strengths, and
weaknesses of the piece; we worked together to clarify and focus
the story. In finalizing the script, hard decisions were made and
battles were fought. Right up until two days before our opening
performance, scenes were being re-written. It all came together—
as it so often does—and This is How I Left was born.

The Queer Theatre Creation Ensemble in rehearsal.
Photo Credit: Jonathan Brower.

One of my favourite assignments was the creation of cue card
videos. One of the best-known examples of this type of video was
made by British Columbia teenager Amanda Todd—before her
tragic suicide. She captured her personal history on cue cards,
which involved a mistake made and the subsequent outcomes, and
presented it with an emotionally charged song. Each ensemble
artist was challenged to create their own cue card video, and the
presentation was nothing short of profound. Some made us laugh
and smile, while others rocked us to tears. It was a pivotal point in
our process.

It became the story of Sam, who found herself holed up in a grief
centre, unable to confront the loss of her life-partner. Her walls
slowly come down when a young transgendered woman mysteriously
appears at the centre and is unable to share her past. Curiosity and
misunderstanding lead the two women to the story of Elle, a key
witness in a murder trial, and Michael, a man who doesn’t know
what he’s looking for. This begins a journey of self-confrontation
for Sam as she gains otherworldly insight, which could destroy her
or ultimately bring her back to life.
This is How I Left featured Ensemble co-creators/performers Conrad
Bernhard Belau, Alyssa Bradac, Lindie Last, and Kyall Rakoz. The
entire Ensemble included co-creator/participant Dale Lee Kwong,
Stage Manager Courtney Charnock, Director/Facilitator Paul Welch,
Designer Eugenio Saenz, and Producer Jonathan Brower. The
production went on to be nominated for two Calgary Theatre Critic
Awards—The Critters—for Best New Script and Best Actress in a
Drama for Alyssa Bradac. We received funding from the Chinook
Foundation to work with Alberta Playwrights’ Network to further
refine the script, and it is our hope that we will be able to present
it again in Calgary and in other centres.

Next, we assembled the raw writing materials—the journal entries,
e-mails, stories, letters of apology, and the cue card videos—and
laid them around the room. Each artist was given sticky notes with
which to vote on the pieces they responded to the most. Once
we tallied the votes, it was easy to identify the pieces that made
the strongest impressions on the group. The pieces that survived
became major milestones in each character’s journey.
Using a length of paper for each of the four characters, we
delineated the tenants of classical plot structure: the exposition,
inciting incident, rising action, climax, denouement, and
resolution. We arranged the raw materials where we felt they best
landed in a character’s journey and identified the gaps. Suddenly
the characters had purpose and we were able to determine how
these characters and their journeys would intersect. There were
now layers upon layers; it was complex and rich—we had chills.
We then mapped out our story on a blackboard, enabling us to
identify key points in each character’s journey in relation to the
story as a whole. Although scenes were missing, we felt we now
knew what was needed to get from one step to the next.
From there, we went to improvisation and put our characters
into their world, primed them with objectives for the scene,

Alyssa Bradac and Conrad Belau in This is How I Left.
Photo Credit: Jonathan Brower.

Paul Welch is a Calgary based actor, writer, director, voice coach, arts educator,
Betty Mitchell Award winner, and recipient of the 2014 Enbridge Emerging Artist
Award. He holds a BFA Acting from the University of Alberta. Next up for the
Queer Theatre Creation Ensemble is The Passion of Sergius and Bacchus, a piece
about two openly gay Roman soldiers who were secretly Christian, which will run
from April 23 to May 3 in the MOTEL at the EPCOR CENTRE for the Performing Arts.
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Foils
For this installment of Foils we wanted to form a discussion on actor training around the aspects and methodologies our contributors have
found most useful in their careers. Because these two Alberta artists took very different paths, Stephanie Wolfe the more traditional theatre
training route, and Andy Curtis the road less travelled, learn as you go approach, they have some equally divergent and astute insights on
training for the theatre to share. ~ Ed.

Both Sides of the Coin

BY STEPHANIE WOLFE
I’m fortunate to be a working Alberta
theatre professional. I have been since I
graduated from the Bachelor of Fine Arts
conservatory acting training program at
the University of Alberta in 1990. It was
there I gathered the tools, techniques, and
discipline needed to actively participate as
a professional in the art form for which I
feel such passion. Although I wouldn’t be
telling the whole truth if I didn’t maintain
that it was my initial liberal arts education
that lead me there…
Before my foray into the land of
conservatory style training I was lucky
enough to attend the Bachelor of Arts
program at the University of Saskatchewan.
I was there at a time when a liberal
arts degree meant casting your net wide
and experiencing any number of artistic
adventures. Our fearless leader at that time,
Henry Woolf, encouraged us to reach far
and wide outside our perceived boundaries.
Technique wasn’t as much of a focus as was
just throwing yourself into something—
with all your bones, blood, brains, heart,
and soul—and seeing where it got you.
Having rehearsals at midnight, because
your censor was less likely to get in the
way, was not unheard of. More than once
we were treated to lunchtime monologues,
given by Mr. Woolf, that Harold Pinter had
personally written for him—just for fun!
Our projects were often self-guided, but
they were fully supported by our professors
and peers. All this lead to forming an
attitude of fearless acceptance and ‘Yes.’
The closer I got to graduation, the more
the realities of a career in the arts loomed,
and I felt I needed something else in
my survival kit. This is when the idea of
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conservatory training seemed the next
logical direction for me. Following in the
footsteps of some fabulous friends I met
while attending Artstrek as a teenager, I
auditioned for the BFA program at the U of
A and was accepted—and started the year
after I received my BA from the U of S.
The next three years served to provide me
with many different ways to unlock, and
find my way into, a script. Instinct alone
can get you very far indeed but there are
only a few thoroughbreds born with the
almost magical ability to rely on it solely.
In-depth study—in movement, voice,
period, style, improv, music, clowning,
mask, dance, and probably more that I can’t
remember—opened many doors to different
ways of approaching a text and different
skills for bringing it to life. How nice to
have a bigger menu from which to choose.
We all work differently, and I loved seeing
the lights go on for some of my classmates
during movement class while others had
those ‘Ah Ha’ moments in text or stage
combat classes. The conservatory approach
gave my classmates and me an opportunity
to find out what worked for each of us, as
well as the time to hone those discoveries
into a personalized way of addressing a
script. It provided alternatives to be tried
out when we were stuck. It also gave us
the skills required to go into a professional
rehearsal hall and do what was asked
of us. The high level of commitment
expected of us served to ready us for the
realities and many challenges that face
the professional actor.
I feel very fortunate to have benefited from
both sides of the coin!

Stephanie Wolfe.
Supplied.

Stephanie Wolfe is an Edmonton based actor,
improviser, and mother of two fabulous boys.
Stephanie has received Sterling and AMPIA
awards for her work in theatre and film. She is a
founding member of the Canadian Comedy Award
winning Live Improvised Soap Opera Die-Nasty.
Most recently she was seen in Shadow Theatre’s
production of Body Awareness by Annie Baker.

Foils

DIY
BY ANDY CURTIS

Training for the theatre covers a lot of
territory – body, mind, ego, willpower,
endurance and stamina, imagination, heart
and soul, as well as civility. For me, it’s
an ongoing ever-evolving process, a sort
of science project that can take on many
forms. Most of what I’ve learned about
theatre was learned ‘on-the-job.’
My university training consisted of a halfbaked two years studying art history and
a glorious year in Keith Johnstone’s Impro
class. University was great, but it wasn’t
really for me. But hey kids – go to school,
find your teacher! I know plenty of skilled
actors who have attended Rosebud School
of the Arts, the U of whatever, or the
National Theatre School. I must admit that
I sometimes regret not getting that theatre
degree... but I did get schooled.
My training consisted mainly of performing
and hanging out with artsy types, writing
and performing whatever we came up with
that week. I got tons of invaluable stage
time improvising and doing sketch comedy
in my early 20s (thank you Loose Moose!)
—thousands of shows—being in front of a
lot of audiences (many of whom deserved a
refund after what we put them through).
I always remember Impro teacher Keith
Johnstone’s 4 pillars: imagination,
spontaneity, status, and… okay, I only
remember three. One of the big lessons I
took to heart is to embrace failure and to
go for it—to not be afraid to look silly—a
sort of training of the ego.
Creativity is a magnet. I’m a huge advocate
of the ‘find your posse’ methodology. Find
your gang, get a band name, make stuff up,
and share insights and laughs. Make some
cool stuff.

Training For
The Theatre
I met my posse, my lifelong friends and
colleagues, at One Yellow Rabbit in the
early ‘80s. We hit it off. We began training
together. We began working out our
methodologies for working and creating
together.
Every project we have created required its
own unique approach. We read together.
Out loud. We’ve spent countless hours
reading scripts, novels, poetry – we spent
days in rehearsal reading everything that
Leonard Cohen ever wrote, we read the
complete works of William Burroughs,
Anne Sexton, Sylvia Plath. We absorbed it,
immersed ourselves in it, and made shows
from what we gathered.
We often do writing exercises – poetry,
scenes, haikus, anything and everything
to sharpen the mind, explore thoughts and
feelings, and to free the imagination.
We share our writing, nothing is precious,
we laugh a lot.
At One Yellow Rabbit we practice
Economy Precision Relaxation. We say
these words before every show; we put
them into practice. And I mean intense
physical practice and ongoing study – for
us that includes daily yoga. Great for
theatre. Great for life. Not only is it a
great warm-up, connecting brain and
body, emotions and the ability to express
them, but it also trains the nervous
system to relax, trains the breath.
A calm organized presence is what an
actor requires. Practice, rehearse, repeat…
Training is an ongoing self-improvement
project. It’s preparation, self-study, selfknowledge. The readiness is all and you
want to be prepared. Prepared to be brave;
prepared to fail; prepared to try something;

Andy Curtis.
Supplied.

prepared to create. Preparation counters
nerves. Makes you feel like you’re doing
your job. It’s invaluable work.
Creativity may lead to art, but it’s also a
job, a pseudo-science. Be active creative.
Everything counts. Training is your
infrastructure, your personal research
project. Training is a toolbox. Fill it up
with technique.
Make stupid faces.
Do crazy voices.
Practice accents.
Move – learn your body.
Get strong, be limber.
Be mindful.
Play.
Read. Observe. Record.
Go see shows, be a people watcher, take it
all in.
Challenge your mind.
Make lots of stuff up.
Write – poetry, thoughts, observations,
character ideas.
You are your own research project.
Get to work.
Find a great posse. Make your own scene.
Andy Curtis is a member of the award-winning
Calgary based One Yellow Rabbit Theatre ensemble
and has been making theatre with them since 1984.
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Training

Taking stage combat certification
for credit

BY PAUL GÉLINEAU

When comparing College and University theatre programs in Canada,
there are certain patterns that you see in their movement courses.
Most practical professional acting programs across the country
offer some form of dance (jazz, contemporary, ballet, etc.) as well
as movement for the actor (classical movement, improvisational
movement, etc.). In addition to these offerings, the top tier of
acting programs in the country also feature significant training in
Stage Combat.
These schools understand the physical demands placed on performers
in today’s industry and know that fight training will benefit them
greatly in both booking and retaining professional work. This
extended movement training broadly expands the physical vocabulary
and comfort level of the actor, and because most scripts have some
form of physicality in the plot, it is a skill set that’s certain to be
used often. Aside from physical dexterity, stage combat stresses
the importance of being safe and taking care of one another, at all
times—on the stage and in the rehearsal hall.
Alberta, along with Ontario, has the distinction of being highly
regarded as a National and International leader in this area of
movement training. Fortunately for Alberta artists, most of our
post-secondary theatre programs have stage combat courses
included with their acting training. This means that trained actors
in Alberta generally can fight and, more importantly, do it safely.
The reason for our enviable position is two-fold: savvy theatre
schools and Fight Directors Canada (FDC). Through their
certification programs, FDC and its teachers have been developing
partnerships with Alberta theatre training institutions for more
than 20 years. These partnerships have allowed countless artists
to receive formal FDC training as part of their degree/diploma in
unarmed, quarterstaff, and single sword combat. Furthermore,
Albertans are leaders in this field because many of our schools

Rhiannon Eldridge, Nathan Loitz, Michelle Thorne, and Misty Oakes in Keyano
Theatre's 2012 production of Extremities, directed by Paul Gélineau.
Photo Credit: Sean McLennan.

boast FDC Certified Fight Instructors among their faculty: Jean-Pierre
Fournier, Thomas Usher, Laryssa Yanchak, Adrian Young, Karl Sine,
and Patrick Howarth (to name just a few) have been instrumental in
raising the creative and academic bar in this regard and we are lucky
to have them.
To join the ranks of these fierce—yet safe—fighters and specialize
in Stage Combat in Canada, there are six levels of certification
proficiency that range from Basic Actor Combatant certification
to the designation of Fight Master. Fight certification training is
rigorous and intensive: basic training for professional accreditation
takes about 60 hours of supervised hands-on practice; to be granted
the title of Fight Master from the College of Fight Masters requires
approximately 15 years of professional and academic leadership.
As one of our nation’s leaders in Stage Combat training standards,
the University of Alberta, Department of Drama, in association
with FDC, is hosting The 2014 National Certification Conference
June 28 to July 13 in Edmonton. This event brings Fight Masters
and specialists from around the world offering four of the six
certification levels in one event. Giving our artists access to this
type of professional development is just another example of why
Alberta leads in this regard. For information visit www.fdc.ca.
Fight Hard. Fight Safe.
Paul Gélineau is the Director of the Academy for Fight Directors Canada, a
freelance director/fight director, and is currently teaching at the University of
the Fraser Valley in British Columbia. Paul is a Fight Master with FDC, a Fight
Director Ex-Officio with the Society of American Fight Directors, and he holds an
MFA in Directing (with Distinction) from the University of Alberta.
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A L BER TA ' S K- 1 2
C U R R I C ULU M R E D E S IG N:
Choreographing a Transition

“If we want kids to be able to think
outside the box, if we want kids to be
able to innovate, we need to expose
them to art and artists.”
~Jeff Johnson, Minister of Education
The way our teachers teach and students
learn is about to undergo a significant
evolution. Alberta Education, the ministry
responsible for students’ learning, from
Early Childhood Services (ECS) through
Grade 12, has spearheaded a Curriculum
Redesign plan. In August 2013, it released
a Request for Proposals (RFP) for publically
funded school authorities to collaborate
with the ministry to help develop new
curriculum. Future programs of study and
digitally based curriculum are targeted
for completion by March 2016. All Stages
contacted Alberta Education to find out
more about this initiative.
What is currently happening with
Alberta's arts education curriculum?
Curriculum Redesign involves revising
our standards and guidelines for future
curriculum. Alberta’s future curriculum,
including arts education, will be built on
a foundation of literacy and numeracy
throughout all subjects from Kindergarten
to Grade 12. These shifts will ensure that
our students develop an interrelated set of
attitudes, skills, and knowledge that can
be drawn upon and applied for successful
learning, work, and living.
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Why are these changes happening now?
This is not a conversation unique to
Alberta. School jurisdictions around the
world are exploring how to transform
students' learning to better reflect our
knowledge-driven, globalized world, in
which skills like creativity, innovation,
ingenuity, and collaboration are absolutely
vital for success. Our province’s Curriculum
Redesign is intended to realize the vision
of an educated Albertan as an engaged
thinker and ethical citizen with an
entrepreneurial spirit.
Where does this new vision for learning
come from?
This initiative arose from a province-wide
consultation we undertook called Inspiring
Education. During this consultation,
Albertans indicated our education system
needed to be about more than preparing
our children and youth for work. It needed
to evolve to meet the needs of 21st
century learners.
What are some of the challenges in
implementing a new curriculum?
We recognize that Curriculum Redesign will
result in a shift in mindset. Teachers, for
example, will need to increasingly shift
their thinking from a single answer or
source of information to accommodating
multiple ways of getting to the answer
using a variety of sources of information.
We’ll continue working with our education

partners to determine readiness and
supports for implementation of the
new curriculum.
What effect will this have on students
that pursue Drama in school?
We know how important arts education is
in opening the door for students to explore
new concepts and ideas through creation
and critique. In the future, redesigned K-12
arts education curriculum will continue
to have stand-alone subjects such as
music, drama, dance, and visual arts.
Future curriculum will encourage students
to discover and pursue their passions,
including drama, to make successful
transitions to adulthood, and create
lifelong learners.
If you would like to learn more about
Alberta Education’s Curriculum Redesign
initiative, please visit:
http://education.alberta.ca/department/
ipr/curriculum.aspx

Photo supplied by Alberta Education.
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A VENUE

FOR GROWTH:
IATSE 212 Opens
New Training Facility

Through the new facility, the Calgary Local offers courses in a
variety of specific certifications. These include basic certification
courses, ranging from fall protection to standard first aid,
departmental required courses, such as film lighting or grip
training, and entry tests for some departments like makeup and film
costume. Trish continues, “Local 212 also coordinates orientations
and assessments for crews at the Southern Alberta Jubilee
Auditorium and venue orientations for Alberta Theatre Projects,
Theatre Calgary, and Theatre Junction. Where specific equipment is
required—rough terrain forklift, forklift, high and ground rigging,
etc.—we still arrange and go off-site to either our venues or
equipment suppliers for the hands-on portion of the training.”

BY SCOTT PETERS
The International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, or
IATSE, is a union of technicians, artisans, and craftspeople in
the entertainment industry, which includes live theatre, motion
pictures, television, and trade shows. It began in 1893, with
the first local formed in New York, and has since grown to
include more than 900 locals and 113,000 members in the US
and Canada.
More than 100 years after becoming a charter member of the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, Calgary Local
212 is proud to be opening a new facility to offer training for
its members.
I had the opportunity to interview IATSE Local 212 President
Damian Petti and Education Coordinator Trish Weeks about the
recently opened amenities. Renovations to the IATSE 212 office
building in southwest Calgary started in late 2013 and the first
professional development classes commenced in January 2014. The
addition of educational space was necessary as the Calgary Local
was experiencing a shortage of training areas, both in terms of
suitability and access. “When Local 212 needs to swell a specific
skill, to respond to a crew shortage, we are now able to respond in
a much more nimble fashion,” explains Trish.
Although the subsidized training through the new facility is only
available to IASTE members and permitees (or ‘permits’), there
are only a few requirements to obtain permitee status—which
allows individuals to work in venues and on productions under
IATSE jurisdiction. As Damian explains, “The minimum requirement
for every successful member application is Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information System training and Standard First Aid.
Beyond that, there is the potential for Occupational Health and
Safety equipment certificates or departmental training related
to the craft or department (the permit is applying for IATSE
membership under). As permits are required to work at least
480 hours/60 days in the sponsoring department prior to being
considered for membership, it is likely that they will already
have attained the required training by the time their membership
application is made.”

The new IATSE Calgary Local 212 Training Centre.
Supplied.

IATSE 212 is looking forward to utilizing their space to its full
potential. “We have been approached by the IATSE International
to provide our Training Centre as a regional facility for their
Leadership training program for Western Canada and the NorthWestern States,” Trish says. “Now that we have a dedicated facility
we are also looking at expanding our training opportunities to
include course work that our members have previously traveled
outside the province to access, plus we will have improved access
to group webinars and other internet facilitated courses. We are
currently working on bringing in a representative to offer software
training for a new film on-set scheduling and communications
software called Sync Onset. We expect the Training Centre will be a
busy place.”
Trish and Damian are clearly thrilled with their new training
facility: “With interactive whiteboards, blackout capability, access
to data and internet, and furnished with training tables, the new
Training Centre allows us to bring many of our training activities
back ‘in-house’ which gives us a great deal more flexibility.”
Scott Peters is All Stages’ Technical Editor. He has worked in technical theatre
and theatre design for 25 years in Alberta and beyond.
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Opinion

BY NICHOLAS HANSON

Ask a group of theatre educators to articulate the challenges facing
post-secondary training and the list of grievances will grow quickly:
insufficient time, eroding facilities, and ‘the kids these days.’ I would
like to highlight a different issue—the very use of the word training
to describe the curriculum of post-secondary arts programs. In the
traditional Canadian model, universities focus on conceptual abilities
(how to analyze, how to interpret, how to reason, etc.), while
colleges emphasize practical skills (how to weld, how to
construct, how to cook, etc.). These distinctions have
been considerably blurred in Alberta—the established
universities now offer highly specialized (in some cases
vocational) degrees, and MacEwan and Mount Royal
have transitioned from college to university status, with
a range of program designations.

Who is invisible from the alumni records? The criminal lawyer
who developed confident speaking poise through acting roles,
the landscape architect who honed vibrant aesthetic sensibilities
through set designs, and the wedding planner who acquired
meticulous organizational skills through stage management. If you
provide theatre educators with a platform—a letter to the editor,
a meeting with administrators, or a stool at the pub—they will
proclaim the value of widespread arts education for all
segments of society; we should challenge ourselves to
remember this belief when we acknowledge graduates’
achievements.

Lastly, the prominent use of the word training is
particularly hazardous outside the studio, because
it tacitly echoes corporatist, neoconservative
Regardless of whether a school uses a conservatory
perspectives of education. In the current political
structure or a liberal education model, and whether
climate, post-secondary institutions are viewed not
students receive a diploma or a degree, I humbly offer
as incubators for critical thinking, but as factories for
three concerns with identifying any post-secondary
job training. Alberta’s provincial government provides
drama curriculum as training:
universities and colleges with the lion’s share of
their annual budgets (more than double the funds
Nicholas Hanson.
First, the concept of training presupposes the
generated by tuition fees); increasingly, schools are
Photo Credit: Mark Orenstein.
existence of a widely recognized system for skill
being encouraged to develop initiatives that train
acquisition and evaluation—something that is
students for in-demand jobs. On a per-student basis, guess what
largely absent in contemporary Western theatre. Consider, for
programs are usually the most expensive for universities and
example, the incredibly divergent spectrum of acting techniques
colleges to offer? Drama and Music—because they require specialized
taught in the name of Stanislavski (many of which are based on
spaces, costly equipment, and limited enrolments. Alberta was the
fundamental misinterpretations or mistranslations of his work).
first province to evaluate the quality of post-secondary institutions
Furthermore, several long-held tenets of actor training have
with “performance indicators,” including numerical metrics that
been contested by recent discoveries in cognitive science, which
no art school—not even Juilliard—could ever reach. These factors
suggest new ideas about the ways that emotions are perceived
precipitated the “suspensions” (a cruel euphemism for permanent
and experienced by the human brain. Nevertheless, many schools
closures) that were proposed or heartbreakingly implemented for
and instructors claim—sometimes explicitly but often implicitly—
some Keyano College, Mount Royal University, and University of
to offer a definitive approach to theatre practice; this situation
Alberta performing arts programs. For the sake of the future, we need
leads to guru idolatry, blinding students from considering other
to stop parroting the terminology of an ideology that attaches little
perspectives. Alberta’s theatre community is nationally admired
worth to our contributions at the post-secondary level.
for its collaborative spirit, but this camaraderie does not appear
to extend to educational institutions. Though schools frequently
I appreciate the appeal of the word training; it connotes rigour,
invite arts professionals to deliver guest workshops and lectures,
discipline, and dedication. Ultimately, though, the term betrays
invisible firewalls seem to prevent interschool student exchanges
the philosophical traditions of arts education and surrenders to the
or instructor visits—encounters that could enrich and diversify
political rhetoric of neoconservative logic. There are lots of great
the province’s theatre ecology.
words to describe drama activities at post-secondary institutions:
learning, teaching, studying, practicing, rehearsing, performing,
Second, when schools emphasize training, they narrow the
playing, feeling, sensing, imagining, writing, drawing, thinking—
parameters for celebrating their graduates’ success. Training—
just don’t use the t-word.
in theory, at least—leads to competence in a specific area; the
Nicholas Hanson is an associate professor at the University of Lethbridge; this
pursuing of other interests often implies a lack of accomplishment,
article contains his personal opinions, and does not necessarily reflect the
even for people who attain a high degree of personal satisfaction
views of his department, institution, colleagues, collaborators, friends, pets,
and professional recognition. Browse the webpage of any Alberta
and students (past, present, or future). From 2008-2012, Nicholas served as the
drama program, and you will encounter glowing profiles of the
Artistic Director of New West Theatre.
graduates who have ‘made it’ in the professional theatre world.
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